
Connected 
Adviser Platform 

for the smart Adviser
Deliver hyper-personalised investment advice at speed and scale for 
today’s digitally savvy customers.



KEY FEATURES

Intelligent CRM: AI-assisted channel intelligence enables 
automated customer communications like client calendar meetings 
and notifications for smart reminders.  

Perceptive Client Insights: Smart digital data capture 
converts customer interactions from voice, emails, risk attitude, 
documentation, and portfolio information into a smart client profile. 

Digital Onboarding: Interactive workflow for the customer 
provides profile development, portfolio documentation, as well as online 
authority-to-proceed forms for signature.

Smart Advice: AI-powered recommendation generates draft 
advice through digitally curated client insights, data from third-party 
research providers and validates regulatory ceilings and fee limits. 

Digital Case Checker: AI-enabled compliance & administration 
verifies immutable digital proofs and evidence and builds customised 
rules for  risk reduction at instrument, customer, and firm level.

Automated Client Reports: Real-time reports and 
client-facing communications provides the adviser with Fact Finding, 
Attitude to Risk, Net-Worth, Portfolio and Suitability reports. 



BUSINESS IMPACT THROUGH CONNECTED 
ADVISER PLATFORM

CUSTOMER SPEAKS

90% reduction of manual efforts for data collection, compliance 
case checking, adviser preparatory tasks and, regulatory tasks.

80% reduction of paper-intensive operations.

5x enhanced administrator capacity to handle client volumes.

Significant protection to business profitability and reputation by 
reducing risk of errors.

Onboarded and enhanced SaaS platform offered on a PAYG basis.

It’s a connected Adviser platform offering compliant Advice backed by intelligent Insight at 
fair value. LatentBridge has automated more than 80% of our pre-contracting functions 
freeing up our advisers to spend time building valuable relationships with prospects and 
customers. The use of AI and ML embedded into user interactions, digital on-boarding, 
case-checking, investment research or building hyper-personalised client profiles will result 
in enhanced customer experience and increased revenue for the wealth industry.

Says Alistair Fullerton, Lathe and Co Wealth Advisers.
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latentbridge

We are a global intelligent automation firm with a 
market-leading pay-as-you-go SaaS platform and 

proprietary automation accelerators that can optimize and 
scale your digital programs. We provide end-to 

end-automation solutions through advisory, implementation 
and managed services. Our cloud-based platform and 

easy-to-use industry-focused AI products enable us to make 
automation accessible to every enterprise. 


